Product mappings between CAR-algebras are introduced. This notion is used to state and prove that generalised free completely positive mappings between CAR-algebras arise as central limits of general ones.
of the range space of completely positive mappings the notion of truncated function is not available and there is, in contrast with the case of states, no apparent simple way to project a general completely positive mapping on a generalised free one.
The main motivation of this paper is now to characterise the completely positive mappings between CAR-algebras which result from a central-limit type construction. In order to do so we first need a definition of 'product* of completely positive mappings between CAR-algebras. This is introduced in Section III in a similar way as it was constructed in [4] for states. Section IV contains the combinatoric arguments which
show that large products of copies of a completely positive mapping between two CAR-algebras tend to become generalised free (Theorem IV.
3) . We finally end up with a family of projections, labelled by states, mapping even completely positive mappings onto generalised free ones.
In the case of states these projections all coincide with the well known projection described above.
We can therefore consider generalised free completely positive mappings between CAR-algebras as being Gaussian in a generalised sence.
Furthermore we have a definite prescription to approximate general completely positive mappings by generalised free ones which could be used in dealing with Markovian dynamical systems of fermions where the time evolution is described by a group or semigroup of completely positive mappings on the algebra of observables. § II. Preliminaries
In this paper we will always deal with unital C*-algebras. Recall that a linear mapping T from a C*-algebra Jl into a C*-algebra <B is called completely positive if for all choices of Xi^Jl, y^GE.® and n^N 0 . An equivalent condition is to impose that for n^N Q , T(X)l n be positive from JK&M n mto ^B0M n where M n is the algebra of n X ;/ matrices with complex entries. Furthermore we will restrict ourselves to unit preserving completely positive mappings T (i.e. T maps the unit of Jl into the unit of £B) and use the short-hand notation u.p.c.p. to denote such a mapping.
U.p.c.p. mappings admit a Stinespring decomposition. Let T be a u.p.c.p. mapping from a C*-algebra Jl into j3 (M) (the bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space S£) . There exists (up to unitary equivalence) one and only one triplet (JC,7t 9 V) such that:
n is a representation of Jl into the bounded linear operators on the hilbert space JC 9 V '• c^T->cX is an isometry, and
As we deal in the following pages mostly with CAR-algebras we briefly recall their definition. Let (H, s) be a real separable Hilbert space. There exists a unique unital C*-algebra Jl (H, s) , the CARalgebra build on (H, s) , with the following property: there is an injective, real-linear mapping B: H-*<Jl(H 9 s) satisfying: and the *-algebra generated by {B((f>) |</>e=.H"} is uniformly dense in
Jl (H, s) .
In the following we restrict ourselves to the case where dim H is even or infinite. Jl (H, s) is then known to be simple [6] 
7T;., S k ) and let d^^Qj, {M'^) be the operator which implements the parity
The It is immediate that ®T k is an e.u.p.c.p. mappings and satisfies (2).
Uniqueness follows also immediately from (2). H § IV. A Non-Commutative Central Limit Theorem
First we recall the definition of generalised free completely positive mappings between CAR-algebras.
Definition IV. I ([2]). An u.p.c.p. mapping T from a CARalgebra Jl (H, s) into a C'AR-algebra Jl (H', s') is called generalised free (and denoted by gf.c.p.} if it satisfies \ (4)
and -where the sum is taken over all partitions of {1, ~',n} into sets In order to give a precise meaning to this limit we introduce the following structure: let HI = H ' X H and equip it with the usual real vector space structure Let z^Jl' and let a sequence (x n )n&i 0 be given such that x n < and \\x n \\<C for all ;zeElV 0 . Then Let for finite
£/ie mapping B(A(fa 9 fa))'''B(A(fa^k))^f k ((fa J fa) 9 '-' 9 (fa 9 (p k )) defines a generalised free state co°° of Jl l -which satisfies a)-(B(A (fa, fa) ) B(A (0 8 , 0,))) ^ ^> ( (B(
Then by (10) and (11) <n r^(^a nji^n and \\x p \\< s n n a" 1 "' n where e(P) (o(P)) denote the number of sets in P that contain an even 1 ( odd) number of elements. As e(P)-|--o(P)< -and as the equality £ £ only holds in those cases where P is a partition of {1, "•,$} in sets of at most 2 elements we can restrict ourselves in (14) to such partitions as n tends to infinity. Repeated applications of (9) , (11) , (13) (ff', s') ) . As the tracial state on a CAR-algebra is generalised free E 0 will be a g.f.c.p. mapping. Finally composing T°° with E Q and using the natural embedding of Jl(H',s') into Jl(Hi 9 Sr) a straightforward computation yields a g.f.c.p. mapping T^ from <Jl(I£, s) into <Jl(H', s') given by and T.
where X: H->H' is the contraction uniquely determined by the form 5'(0,X0)=-lffl({B(0) f T(B(0))}) on H'xĤ and where
